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一、Cell inoculation and cell subculture

Levo-plus——When cells were inoculated or subcultured, medium was removed or added to
ensure flexible and comfortable liquid operation and speed up the experimental process.

Attention should be paid to disinfection operation in the experiment, which is omitted here.

1) Preparation
Take the cell culture flask and add the

preheated complete medium

2）Take cells
Remove the cryopreserved tube containing

the cells from the liquid nitrogen tank

、

3）Cells thawing

The frozen storage tube was immediately

thawed in a water bath, and the melting was

completed within 1min. Then the outer wall of

the tube was wiped with 70% ethanol.

4）Cell inoculation

Open the cryopreservation tube, transfer the

cryopreservation solution to the preheated

culture flask within 5min at room temperature.

After mixing,Loosen the cap of the bottle and

then placed in a CO2 incubator.

5）Change the cell
culture medium

Change the liquid within 12h, remove the

frozen liquid, add fresh medium, mix well,

Loosen the cap and put it into the incubator.
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1） Abandon
the old liquid

Aspirate the original culture medium

2）Rinsing
Add an appropriate amount of PBS buffer,

shake slowly to wash the cells, and discard the

buffer

3）Digestion
Add 1 ml of digestion solution and
shake the flask gently so that the
digestion solution covers the entire cell
surface.

4）Observed

Observe under an inverted microscope, and

add an appropriate amount of culture medium

to stop when half of the cells become round.

5）End digestion
of cells

Add 5ml of complete medium, and gently pipet

and beat the cells on the wall of the bottle

repeatedly without foaming and avoiding

mechanical damage.

6）Centrifuge to
remove

supernatant

1100rpm, 5-10min centrifugation,

remove the supernatant, the pellet is

cells

7）Count
Aspirate 1ml of stock solution and

add new medium (seek cells at a

density of 5x106 cells)

8）Cell
subculture

Adjust the appropriate cell concentration with

complete medium, and then culture in separate

flasks. After the cells are put back into the CO2

incubator, the caps of the flasks are loosened.

(Add 5ml of culture medium to a 25cm2 culture

flask)
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二、Ficoll density gradient centrifugation to extract PBMC

Levo-plus——It can be used for aspiration of the cell layer, and the operation is comfortable

and convenient, and it is easy to use.

Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cell，PBMC，Refers to cells with a single nucleus in peripheral blood，including
lymphocytes、Monocyte、DC and other small amounts of cells。PBMC can utilize peripheral blood from healthy
human or animal donors，Obtained by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation, magnetic bead sorting and other
steps, mainly including lymphocytes and monocytes.

Prepare the desired solution：

a. Cell culture medium：RPMI 1640+10% FBS+1% P/S；

b. Cell cryopreservation：Add 10% DMSO to FBS；

1）Sample
preparation

Transfer 10ml of whole blood into a 50ml

centrifuge tube, add 10ml of PBS solution

to dilute, and mix gently.

2）Mix

Add 5 ml of Ficoll solution (aseptically).

Then 10ml of each diluted blood was

gently added to the upper layer of ficoll in

two centrifuge tubes, avoiding mixing of

the two solutions.
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3）Separate
2,000rpm, 20min, be careful to set a slow

drop, not a sudden stop. After

centrifugation, layers will be obtained as

shown in the figure.

4）Extract

The cell layer where PBMC is located is

white. At this point, the layer of cells can be

pipetted into another clean 15ml

centrifuge tube.

5）Rinsing
Add PBS to 10-15ml, 1,500rpm,centrifuge

for 10min, remove the supernatant, then

add the medium to wash the same

operation (precipitate is PBMC cells)
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三、Determination of Aspirin Content in APC Tablets

Levo-plus——Can be used to suck up solution instead of ear wash ball, insert glass/plastic

pipette, and control switch and speed with one hand. Fast, accurate, convenient, comfortable and

other advantages make it widely praised among users. Determination of Aspirin Tablets by Two-step

Titration

1）Grind

Take 10 aspirin tablet samples, grind them

finely, accurately weigh an appropriate

amount of tablet powder (approximately

equivalent to 0.3 g of aspirin), and place

them in a conical flask.

2）Prepare an
aqueous
solution

Add 20 ml of ethanol and shake to fully

dissolve the aspirin.

3）Transfer
liquid

Add 3 drops of phenolphthalein indicator,
and titrate with 40 ml of sodium hydroxide
titration solution (0.1 mol/L) until the
solution turns pink. Titrate while shaking.

4）Extract
Precisely add 40ml of sodium hydroxide
titration solution (0.1mol/L), and heat on a
water bath for 15min while shaking.

5）Titration

Quickly let cool to room temperature,
titrate with Disney industry sulfuric acid
(0.05mol/L), and correct the titration result
with a blank test. Each 1ml of sodium
hydroxide titration solution (0.1mol/L) is
equivalent to 18.02mg of C9H8O4.

5）Washing
Marked

quantity%=(V0-V)*F*T*Wflat/(W*marked

quantity)*100%

Two-hand operation,

inconvenient

One-handed operation

Manual titration Electronic burette
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V0 is the volume (ml) of the sulfuric acid titrant consumed by the blank experiment;

V is the volume (ml) of the sulfuric acid titrant consumed when the sample is measured;

F is the concentration correction factor of sulfuric acid titrant;

T is the titer of sodium hydroxide titration solution (mg/ml);

W is the sampling amount (g) of the test product tablet powder;

W level is the average sheet weight (g) of the test product;

The labeled amount is the specification of the tablet (mg/tablet).
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